
Adrian Orłów

Full-stack Developer | Product Designer

Warsaw, Poland

M: adrian@orlow.me

P: +48 792 138 222

Full Stack Developer 

+5 years experience

Product Designer 

+3 years experience

Experience

AppUnite, Senior Front End Developer

At AppUnite, I work on the development of front-end solutions 

for the eCommerce segment of Fishbrain, a platform for anglers 

with +15 million users. I am responsible for application 

development, refactoring and holding expert calls with 

stakeholders.



In addition to my core responsibilities, I actively contribute to 

enhancing business processes, as well as implementing AI-

driven solutions to streamline internal communication within the 

company. Furthermore, I provide advisory support to other 

teams in product development, sharing insights and guidance 

to propel their projects forward.

Media Scope Group, Software Engineer

At Media Scope Group, I was responsible for implementing full-

stack solutions in web technologies (React, NextJS, NestJS), as 

well as supporting business clients in maintaining WordPress-

based solutions. I was also involved in graphic design, where I 

created designs and branding. I held business calls with 

international clients (China, South Korea, Estonia, Switzerland) to 

determine their business requirements and advise on 

development solutions.

RestaurantClub, Lead Front End Developer

At RestaurantClub, I led the front-end team and was responsible 

for implementing the MVP of the new version of the app for the 

most popular restaurant festival in Poland. 

I implemented modern development guidelines and code 

architecture of the application, and delivered technology 

solutions in React. I mentored juniors and interns in the team, 

helping them grow in the industry.

Vitresoft, Front End Developer

During my time at Vitresoft, I implemented front-end solutions in 

React and designed low-fidelity designs in Figma. I realized a 

product website for a project in the entertainment industry, 

which had exposure among the biggest Polish influencers 

and served tens of thousands of users.

myPolitics, Founder & CEO

I created the most popular Polish medium of the young 

generation (+ 7.5 million video views in 2021-22) and the most 

popular platform for political education through quizzes 

(+1.2 million completed questionnaires).



As part of the project, I developed IT solutions for the media and 

AdTech industry, designed and implemented work automation 

solutions, including text generation, graphics generation and fan 

communication. I managed a team of developers and 

journalists, planned the team's work and distributed roles in a 

holacracy methodology. I designed the branding, design and 

implemented most of the project's technology solutions.



The project was covered in the Polish mainstream media (such 

as Polsat News, Onet, wPolityce) and had exposure in popular 

Polish influencers and politicians

Sociometrics Foundation, Board Member 

At Sociometrics, I held the role of Co-Founder and member of 

the Foundation Board. I was responsible for the process of 

product vision creation and its implementation, as well as 

relations with partners and customers. I developed a number of 

solutions for the AdTech and NGO sector, which shared an 

innovative and modern approach to product implementation.

orlow.me



Publications

Does Mark Zuckerberg know your 
password?

There is nothing beyond simplicity

The omnipresence of talking nonsense

Aggregation and automation of press 
content publishing

Internet bubbles - the enemy of personal 
development and public debate

How to manage Gen Z? Let them do the 
action.

What is the P vs. NP problem?

,[>.]< - a thing about merciless 
minimalism

Available on my personal blog: orlow.me/blog
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GitHub 

/AdrianOrlow

Dribbble 

/AdrianOrlow

LinkedIn 

/AdrianOrlow

Skills

Programming languages

TypeScript Python

JavaScript Go

Frameworks

React NextJS NestJS

Express NodeJS Gatsby

Databases

MongoDB MySQL

Mongoose

Design

Figma UI/UX

Prototyping

Soft skills

Leadership Management

Product vision Cooperation

Stress resistance

Human languages

Polish - native

English - advanced

Others

Git Scrum REST GraphQL Docker

AI LangChain Jupyter Storybook

Airtable Babel Formik Ramda

Webpack Pupeeter SCSS


